
BENTLEY : FORCEPS DELIVERY.

Regarding the early diagnosis of occipito-posterior positions I have
but lit, le to say. I have se'dom made the diagno is before rupture of the
meiibranes. Afterwards, itseems useless to attempt to alter the position,
except by the slight means we have to imita e the natural course of rota-
tion of the occiput forward. This, to my mind, can be better dune with
the ordinary forceps than in any other nethod. One accustomed to the
use of forceps will recognize the slightest effort of nature to rectify the
poition, which he can at least encourage. This lie cannot safely do with
the traction form of instrument. As rotation occurs after the head is
well down in the pelvis, there can be no objection to applying the in-
struments in the superior strait. In applying the forceps, each blade
should be allowed to tit itself to the head (which, in my experience, I have
fonnd to be at the sides of the pelvis) and over one or other brow and
cheek and the opposite portion of the skull. If the blades are passed
well over the head and th-y lock easily, and traction is made in the direc-
tion of the pelvic axis without undue efforts either to flexion or to exten-
sion, there will be no slipping. I have frequently removed the forceps
after lriuging the head well down on the perineum to give the occiput a
chance to rotate, and found the hèad-except in one instance-recede
instantly to the holl.w of the sacrum, where it would remain until again
brought dnwn with the forcep-. In this one instance rotation commenced
before the forceps were removed, and was completed before it was possible
to reinove them ; but they were unlocked and allowed to go as they
would, and no harm was done.

The ciief danger to the mother when delivery occurs is of course the
danger of rupture of the perineuin. To prevent laceration, one author
says: "'Fle the chin strongly on the ster num "; another says: "Extend
the forehead." One goes so far as to recommend apylying the forceps
with the pelvic cure looking backward, su as to have more force for the
purpose of flexion. To my mind, we are too apt to follow great leaders
without consideration. No one knows better than the operator iimself
what ougit to be done. He should have no time to think what this or
that author savs. He is hirmself the power, and it should be " wlat does
he sav ?' With bis head cool, common sen-e will teach him flar more than
any book. I once asked a denist, whoni I knew to be an expert
in extracting teeth, if he had any particular nethod in extracting
any particular tooth. He answered to the eflect that lie did not know
how he was going to extract a tooth till he had on the forceps. le then
let it corne the way it seened to cone (asiest. The same mnethod is ap-
plicable in the case in qu stion. If traction be made in the pelvie axis,
the forehead, will sonetimes seem to tend to come first. If so, favor it.
Or, mayhup, the occiput nay seem to have a tendency to cone first. If
so, favor it. The nethod I use t> prevent rupture is to first bring the
head well down on the perineum, then grasp the forcep handles with the
left hant, and with the right hand reach across the p rineurm with th'umb
on one side and the fingers <n the otier, and press with the whole strength
of my hand towar1i the median Une. The perinuum should be wiped
dry, as als> should the hand. In doing this the sti ain i- gre tlv relieved
on the mtdian line and transferred to the outer portion of the perineum.
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